
Proposal concerning an EU-wide consultative referendum, 
by Carlos Carnero Gonzalez and Bronisław Geremek

Ripe for a renewed political dynamic, the EU must seek to regain its citizens’ consent, by 
giving the Europeans a voice in the process

1. Object
devising and organising a consultative referendum with concrete questions about concrete �
issues pertaining to the EU’s political dimension.
to be held the same day in every member-state of the European Union�

the wider European scale of the outcome will put into perspective each national result and �
give a European picture 

2. Aims
addressing the democratic deficit by giving all citizens a voice in the European debate and �
the shaping of the EU’s future
triggering a wider political debate on each national stage and at EU level altogether, about �
the political dimension of the EU 
streamlining a debate about constitutional matters which so far missed the point, towards a �
more concrete statement on what the citizens can simply accept or reject
providing the following IGCs with a clearer view of the actual aspirations of the European �
citizens
enhancing the transparency of the constitutional process�

re-energizing the stalled political integration process of the European Union�

3. Means
devising a referendum consisting in three or four very concrete and unambiguous questions �
regarding the expected political dimension of the EU, on issues such as the double majority 
voting system, the establishment of a common defence policy and common foreign affairs
policy.
motioning a resolution from the European Parliament, which is the institution where the �
citizens of Europe are represented
involving the member states, by seeking and securing the involvement of national �
parliaments for the organisation of these referendum

4. Agenda

the referendum could take place during the Portuguese presidency in October 2007; then �
its outcome would be submitted to the subsequent IGC in November/December

OR
the referendum could take place some time during the Portuguese presidency; then its �
outcome would be submitted to the IGC in the second half of 2008.


